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in-flight
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for what you need in a 19”
frame
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Massive scalability and always-on data
availability for IBM Z environments in the
cloud era
Although more than 85% of enterprises around the world
now operate in hybrid cloud environments, and in the next
few years nearly all will move to these architectures1, more
than 80% of enterprise workloads have not yet moved to or
leveraged the cloud.2 Mission-critical, security-dependent
applications, such as customer data bases, transaction
processing, finance and accounting, supply chain, and
manufacturing—have moved slowly—or not at all—to public
cloud. This is especially true for highly regulated industries,
such as banking and healthcare, where the highest
proportion of processes are yet to move to the cloud.3In
many cases, these workloads are better suited to private
cloud—or a mixture of public, private, and traditional IT.4 At
the same time, mainframe utilization has remained robust –
IBM Z mainframes process 30 billion transactions each day,
including 87% of all credit card transactions on the planet.5
These major technology trends all point to one important
conclusion – more companies than ever before need
economical mainframe-optimized, tape-based data storage
solutions that can help them leverage the advantages of the
public cloud. The IBM TS7700 family of virtual tape systems
is designed specifically to meet these business-critical
requirements. This is why 17 of top 20 banks worldwide use
IBM TS7700 as well as 13 of top 20 insurers worldwide rely
on TS77006.
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Mission-critical data protection and business continuance with 19”
frame
The IBM TS7700 family of virtual tape solutions brings over 24 years of innovation and 15 years
of industry leadership. TS7700 systems enable mainframe-centric enterprises to implement a
fully integrated tiered storage hierarchy by leveraging powerful virtualization capabilities.
Through the use of virtualization and SSD or HDD disk cache, the systems operate at their
related disk speeds while maintaining compatibility with existing tape operations. TS7700 helps
to create a fully integrated tiered storage hierarchy that can take now advantage of the SSD, disk
and tape technologies to deliver high performance for active data and better economics for
inactive and archive data now available in a 19-inch industry standard rack.
Engineered into its integration by design with IBM Z environments and DS8900F, TS7700
system offers powerful advantages and synergies over other storage systems. Integration by
design delivers synergy features, only available through IBM, months to years ahead of the
competition. The TS7700 systems are IBM Z intelligent – no additional z/OS software is
required to support them. IBM TS7770 is designed for IBM z/OS, IBM z/VM, IBM z/VSE, and IBM
z/TPF environments. z/OS sees the entire TS7700 grid instead of a series of independent tape
libraries. The DFSMS policy management enables cloud storage tiering capabilities to offload
data to the cloud. TS7770 integrates fully with DS8900F providing an end-to-end solution to
enhance the current functionality or complement the solutions already implemented, while IBM
Z enjoys full access to all IBM propriety tape library command sets.
As a solid proof, IBM Z integration has been validated by ESG while working on an IBM z15™
mainframe storage environment, consisting of the DS8900F, TS7700, and IBM b-type
networking switches. These results showed that the integration can help organizations architect
a highly performant SAN. With IBM Transparent Cloud Tiering (TCT) and an IPEX-enabled WAN,
organizations can experience consistent, low data backup and recovery times, even when
geographic distance increases between local and remote sites.7

Boost performance for low I/O latency workloads
IBM brings to the market an all-flash virtual tape library for those not only interested in disaster
recovery, but on higher performance workloads. The TS7700 All Flash model provides better
performance with 1 flash drawer performing equal to or better than 10 drawers with SAS HDDs8.
This improvement is critical to customer workloads looking for low I/O latency and shorter
response times.
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TS7700 offers an option to add up to two SSD expansion cache drawer for a total capacity of
120 TB or 600 TB compressed with 5:1 compression. Capacity is flexible as well, starting with
as little as 20 tb flash usable capacity and expandable to 120 TB with Capacity on Demand.

TS7770 All flash model in a rack

TS7770 All Flash model is offered in an F07 IBM rack and rack-less, in a 19’inch client- supplied
rack. This allows the datacenter to experience floorspace reductions, as 20U of HDD based
capacity drawers can be replaced by one single 2U SSD cache drawer. Note that the All Flash
model protects previous investment on virtual tapes as it is fully integrated to the grid.
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The SSD drives help deliver a significant increase in system enhancements over previous
models, resulting in improved host efficiency to help reduce batch processing time even more
than previous generations, strengthens business continuity and availability, eases data agility
and management through operational enhancements, and helps with cyber resiliency and
regulatory compliance. In addition, total cost of ownership and management overhead are
improved while accelerating IBM Z transactional processing.

Always-on, powerful, scalable and cyber resilient 8-way grid
TS7700 solutions can leverage the power of grid architectures that allow interconnection of up
to eight systems in a grid configuration.9 This TS7700 function is comparable to IBM Metro
Mirror and IBM Global Mirror. Because TS7700 systems typically reside in different locations to
provide better availability and disaster recovery, grid communication is designed to help keep
data available, even when a site experiences an outage.
The TS7700 offers a fully aware grid view to easily access and manage each of the the virtual
tape systems in the grid and the 256 cloud devices integrated, access is provided to any object
in the grid from any TS770010. Once any cluster puts a volume in the cloud, all clusters (existing
and future) in the same grid will have immediate access to the volume from the cloud, whether
grid replicated or not, granting full grid awareness.
The up to 8-clusters per grid helps maintain data availability during planned maintenance,
service, system upgrades, or unexpected outages and helps avoid the physical transportation of
tape cartridges in the event of a disaster. Automated Grid Cloud Failover capabilities help
ensure data is available from anywhere at any time. This leading-edge technology provides
nearly zero seconds failover across up to eight grid-linked TS7770 systems. The grid
configuration also allows administrators to use TS7700 systems as archival solutions with full
back-end physical tape functionality.
TS7700 grids offer multiple modes of synchronous and asynchronous replication. This can be
assigned to volumes through an IBM Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS)
policy providing flexibility in implementing business-continuity solutions. Furthermore, each of
the TS7700 VED delivers 99.9996% system availability.
In order to ensure the grid resiliency, IBM TS7770 enhanced the automated Control Unit
Initiated Reconfiguration (CUIR) to identify devices offline during fencing events, resulting in
reduced management overhead through automation of cluster health diagnosis and treatment.
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IBM TS7700 8-systems grid configuration

Seamless cloud integration with 256 clouds
With TS7700 Cloud Storage Tiering, the challenge of keeping up with explosive data growth
becomes much more manageable. In fact, thanks to the scalability of cloud resources,
enterprises can meet data growth challenges without significant capital investments. This
highlights a powerful advantage of cloud storage – cost.
TS7700 Cloud Storage Tiering offers a powerful new solution for unstructured data as well. On
average, unstructured data is moved 10 times within different storage tiers during its lifetime.11
The ability to quickly move data where and when required is crucial to deriving business value
from growing unstructured data sets. Cloud Storage Tiering enables TS7700 users to determine
where data should reside and create policies to automatically move the data. This capability
allows for informed decisions concerning when and how enterprise data is moved and how to
most effectively migrate the data to the appropriate storage tier, keeping costs lower and
storage utilization optimal.
Leveraging transparent cloud tiering for storage of virtual tape data in 256 public or private
clouds, the server-less direct data transfer from TS7700 to a cloud can improve business
efficiency while reducing capital and operating expense. When data is stored in the cloud by a
cluster, all clusters in the grid that are cloud-attached enabled have access to that object store
instance.
Object storage offers many advantages for unstructured and less active data sets. Cloud Storage
Tiering integrates well with IBM Cloud Object Storage, which can provide the foundational
object storage layer for on-premises private cloud implementations or be used to build an offpremises object store using public cloud resources. TS7700 supports offloading data to S3
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clouds like IBM Cloud, AWS S3 and Rstor.
TS7700 now can define multiple pools in the cloud. Each pool can be a unique
bucket/vault/provider/location. Using policy management to direct a workload to a pool, this
capability is excellent for multi-tenancy.

Save up to 50% MIPS offloading mainframe data to TS7700
TS7700 Virtualization Engine offers the capability to also perform as an object store through the
power of Transparent Cloud Tiering (TCT) technology. TCT provides direct data transfer of
Mainframe data stored in an IBM DS8000 primary storage system to cloud environments for
long-term data retention. The TS7700, through the Object Store for DS8000 feature, is an
alternative object store offering massive storage capacity for backup and recovery purposes
while continuing to serve as a Virtual Tape Server.
Object compression and encryption between DS8900F and TS7700 are delivered by DS8000
object store. DS8000 transparent cloud tiering provides efficiencies, flexibility, and a reduction
in capital expenses by up to 50% savings in mainframe CPU utilization (MIPS) when migrating
large datasets as compared to other traditional archiving methods12 thanks to its deep
integration with Z/OS. These results are based on internal IBM data measurements on an EC12
(8 CPs, 32GB Main Memory) when migrating data sets exceeding 6000 3390 tracks in size.
Results will vary by customer based on particular workloads, configurations, software levels and
the quantity and size of data sets being migrated.
This feature enables DS8000 transparent cloud tiered object data and traditional FICON logical
volume data to coexist within the same physical TS7700 cluster. No additional hardware is
required as data movement is done through existing GRID interfaces between DS8000 and
TS7700, and data is logically partitioned out of the existing resident cache. DS8000 can target
up to two TS7700 clusters within a grid for synchronous replication. Utilizing TS7700 as an
object storage is up to two times faster than conventional cloud storage systems. DS8000
object store is available on TS7700 Model VED servers running 5.0 code.

Cloud-Based Disaster Recovery for your mainframe data
The TS770 systems can improve storage efficiency by providing tape operations at disk speeds,
enabling optional policy-managed hierarchical use of cost-effective physical tape – and now the
ability to leverage any cloud-based resources as well.
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To ensure your critical data is available where and when it is needed while building up your grid.
TS7700 Cloud Storage Tier offers an excellent solution for increasing cyber resilience by making
use of the immutability features provided by cloud repositories. It can also be used to create
offline point-in-time data backups to the cloud which can then be restored to an empty TS7700
system. This dovetails nicely with new cloud-based disaster recovery capabilities for IBM virtual
tape libraries and tape solutions. Data sets can now be restored to an empty TS7770 system
outside of the grid using Cloud Storage Tier technology. As volumes are created in a grid,
TS7770 Cloud Connect copies them to the assigned cloud pools where they can be managed by
the Data Facility Storage Management Subsystem (DFSMS). Version retention is enabled within
each cloud pool, allowing previous versions to be retained long enough to meet any
requirement. These new capabilities are supported in IBM Cloud, AWS S3, IBM Cloud Object
Storage on-premise, and RStor.
With natural TS7700 usage, volumes are modified, scratched and deleted, and in some cases
deleted volumes need to be recovered. The Cloud Pool Retention capability allows previous
versions to be retained in the cloud for either Cloud Export Recovery or a previously retained
volume recovery. Volume Retention Recovery (VRR) enables version retention within one ore
more Cloud Pools, allowing previous versions to be retained long enough to meet any
requirement. In the event a previous version of a logical volume needs to be restored, it can be
recovered into a new scratch volume. Now any volume copy can be recovered, not only the final
copy.

Offload mainframe data to tape for data economics
If the cloud is not part of your cyber resilient strategy plan, offloading to tape could be your
cost-effective strategy. TS7700 supports offloading volumes to physical tape as well. TS7700
writes data by policy to physical tape through attachment to high-capacity, high-performance
IBM TS1150 and IBM TS1140 tape drives that are installed in IBM TS4500 or TS3500 tape
libraries.
The continuously growing amount of data that needs to be managed in modern data center
environments puts pressure on IT professionals as they design and implement today’s storage
solutions. It’s not easy building a solution with the agility to deliver high-performance and
scalable capacity as storage demands grow and environments evolve. ESG technical validation
confirms that the TS7700 series can help organizations meet these data storage challenges.
With cluster transfer rates exceeding 2,400 MB/s and storage capacity up to 100PB leveraging
the TS4500 high-density tape library option, ESG confirmed that TS7700 solutions can be
scaled to meet just about any storage need.13
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Optimized data compression
Compression is a valuable tool in leveling the playing field between exploding data volumes and
stagnant IT budgets. But not all compression algorithms perform the same, certain trade-offs
need to be considered when choosing a compression method—compression strength, CPU
consumption, and speed, to name a few.14
IBM has optimized data compression for TS7700 systems, allowing users to choose between
multiple compression engines in order to match a variety of factors such as use case, block size,
and performance requirements to the unique traits of each compression algorithm. TS7700 also
offers users the option of mixing compression methods within the same workload. These
options can significantly reduce storage requirements and network bandwidth, improve overall
system performance, and of course reduce operating expenses.
Two enhanced compression options are available to balance performance demands with
storage requirements – LZ4 compression and ZSTD compression algorithms. Now, the
maximum TS7700 usable disk capacity of 3.94 PB can hold over 19 PB using 5:1 compression.
With up to 20 GB/sec of throughput, TS7700 allows mainframes to send more data faster while
reducing the CPU utilization associated with data management, performance depends on which
compression method is used. With Release 5.0, IBM recommends the new software based LZ4
and ZSTD algorithms for almost all workloads. ESG validation observed the ZSTD algorithm
produces better compression results but to do so it consumes more CPU resources than LZ4
and the FICON-based ALDC. This difference is revealed by the testing at different block sizes
where performance can change based on compression ratio and the CPU resources required to
compress the data. ESG also detected that LZ4 demanded higher speed performing lower
compression strength and ZSTD offered higher compression strength but at greater CPU cost.15
A third option available to compress your data is using the standard compression built into the
FICON adapters used in TS7700 systems. The 16 Gb FICON connectivity enables IBM
customers to exploit their most current FICON infrastructure and maximize FICON throughput
to IBM Z®.
Finally, IBM DS8900F has added the capability to compress data prior to transfer across TCP/IP
connections to TS7770 systems configured as Object Storage targets. This new feature offers
multiple benefits. The compression engine – and in fact Transparent Cloud Tiering itself – does
not affect overall system IOPS. No additional servers or gateways are needed. After
compression, less network bandwidth is required to move data, which can increase
performance across cloud environments. And essentially three times more data can be stored at
the target system while potentially reducing CAPEX by 55% and OPEX over 3-year period by
44%. Compression rates vary from one system or environment to another; a conservative
estimate is a compression ratio of 4:1. Moreover, this new feature comes with the intelligence to
maximize system resources and efficiency by avoiding redundant compression or data
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encryption if these tasks have already been performed by the IBM Z® host.

Data encryption at-rest and in-flight
Data security is another area of enhancement within the Storage for IBM Z® ecosystem. TS7700
supports the IBM Z® suite of data protection technologies collectively labeled "pervasive
encryption" or "encryption everywhere.” Essentially, encryption everywhere means that IBM Z®
and integrated systems such as TS7700 now encrypt data at the host level, in-flight across the
network over Ethernet and at rest in storage. By adding SP 800-131A compliant encryption, inflight encryption can be extended between DS8900F arrays and all individual virtual tape library
systems in a TS7700 grid. And because there’s no need to configure key groups, key managers,
or other configurable items, encryption is now even easier within mission-critical, hybrid cloud
environments.
TS7700 Secure Data Transfer offers next-level cybersecurity with SP 800-131A-compliant
encryption for secure file transfer between TS7700 clusters within a grid and logical volume
data encryption, including remote reads, writes, and replication. Secure data transfer supports
Transport Layer Security (TLS) using AES128 or AES256 bit encryption and exploits the
POWER8® (VEC) and POWER9™(VED) in-core cryptographic acceleration. AES-256 disk-based
encryption is used for data at rest within the disk cache repositories. Encryption settings may be
enabled and disabled through the management interface concurrently. It enables clients to
select default certificates or upload user-trusted certificates. There is minimal overhead in
performance and CPU utilization when enabled. Secure data transfer is available on TS7770/60
Model VEC servers running R5.0 code.
Finally, TS7700 IBM Security Key Lifecycle Manager can generate and manage encryption keys
for both disk and tape drives across the enterprise. This feature delivers advanced, federated,
cross-domain key management designed to help lock down organizational data more
comprehensively and easily than ever before.

Mainframe Storage GDPR ready
Mainframe security experts overwhelmingly agree that data encryption is an essential way of
securing the mainframe, especially in the context of regulations like GDPR. GDPR will require
businesses to report data breaches within 72 hours and face heavy fines unless the organization
can prove that data was encrypted and the keys were protected.16 To that end, IBM TS7700 tape
library offers 100% data encryption, at- rest, in-flight and in the cloud as previously stated.
Another way to increase mainframe security levels in your storage is regulating authentication
access and controls. The TS7700 offers native authentication and authorization Lightweight
Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) that facilitates users’ management. TS7700 also enabled dual
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control security authentication with a “maker” and “checker” approach that is designed for
multi-tenancy environments protecting cloud retention pools and expire/hold and duration
enablement. Ideal technology for customers looking for an additional security level. Each
additional factor increases the assurance that someone involved in a communication or
requesting access is who, or what, they say they are.

Enhanced modern data protection and retention
Tape and cloud workloads running at disk speeds can meet the most demanding recovery point
objectives and times (RPO/RPT), allowing workloads traditionally retained in primary
mainframe-attached disk to move to tape, which can significantly reduce overall costs. And
TS7700 enables efficiencies such as impressive zero recovery point objectives, thanks to its
synchronous copy capabilities. These combined benefits make TS7700 an attractive repository
for all workload and data types, as well as for demanding RPO/RPT requirements.

Data Immutability with LWORM
Data Immutability, or tamper-proof storage, prevents any attacker, external or internal, from
changing or deleting data. IBM TS7700 offers Logical write-once-read-many-times (LWORM) to
protect data from logical corruption, both from malicious attacks such as ransomware and from
inadvertent mishaps.17
LWORM is a software-emulated SEC Rule 17a-4(f) compliant, virtual equivalent of the WORM
capability that is available on physical tape media. This LWORM technology creates immutable
copies of data. After the data is written, it can never be altered, no matter how many times it is
read. This makes the data secure (or immutable) against both malware and internal threats.
While the TS7770 does not have nor interact with DS8900F Safeguarded Copy to guarantee
immutability of the data, the LWORM capability prevent overwriting and reduce the risk of data
loss due to human error.
The TS7700 has strengthened its LWORM functionality by incorporating retention as part of the
LWORM function. When TS7700 creates its LWORM volumes, DFSMS HDR1 retention policies
are created and never modified. This prevents tapes from being deleted for a fixed amount of
time or “forever”. TS7700 LWORM technology provides organizations with two important
benefits. First, it ensures compliance assurance for data that requires it. Second, it creates wellprotected copies of data that can be used for normal data stores, even if compliance is not
specifically required.
TS7700 is also implementing a LWORM Retention Protection capability that enables you to
modify the retention mode and retention period on your virtual tapes.
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LWORM Retention Protection helps you comply with industry regulations on data that you must
retain for compliance purposes. Additionally, LWORM Retention Protection enables
environments that are subject to SEC 17a-4, CTCC, and FINRA regulations, which also require
WORM storage. LWORM Retention protection works for virtual tapes that are archived and can
be configured at the pool (a logical collection of tapes) level using API. TS7700 Retention
Protection period begins when a virtual tape is archived, by ejecting or exporting it from the
backup application, and once the virtual tape is in archived status.
To help support the long-term retention of reference data and meet requirements of regulatory
bodies worldwide, microcode capabilities enable TS7700 solutions to support a virtual
equivalent of write-once-read-many (WORM) functionality. Of course, tape offers the advantage
of portability, which allows for a physical “air gap” between data and online hackers, providing a
uniquely effective safeguard against cyber attacks.

Simplified storage management
TS7700 systems are designed with automated tools and an easy-to-use, web-based user
interface for management simplification. IBM TS7700 allows users to store data according to
how valuable it is to the organization and how quickly it needs to be accessed, resulting in
significant operational cost savings compared to traditional disk-only solutions while improving
overall tape processing performance.18
TS7700 systems incorporate extensive self-management capabilities to help reduce the
complexity of business continuity/disaster recovery procedures. A configurable events system
notifies users of significant storage system alerts, this is a key resource with personnel
resources constraints.
TS7700 simplifies daily operations with historical graphic reports and google-like search to
review your system performance and statistics, enabling faster restores even by less
experienced administrators.
TS7700 is supported by an intuitive web-based graphical user interface (GUI) with recent
additions that improved the responsiveness, based on the interface used in several other IBM
storage solutions is provided to configure and monitor TS7700 systems. The GUI can be used to
access information such as the current system status and resource usage statistics. This
interface has been designed to make configuring and managing TS7700 solutions more efficient
while also helping reduce the time needed to train new storage for mainframe team. TS7700
administrators have the ability to update the GUI microcode without IBM service help.
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Dynamic Disk Pools support
TS7700 Dynamic Disk Pools improve data availability by minimizing the rebuild time after a disk
drive failure. By distributing the rebuild workload across a pool of drives, the impact of the
process is greatly reduced. The Dynamic Disk Pool feature distributes data, parity information,
and spare capacity across the drives, while its intelligent algorithm defines which drives are
used for segment placement – making sure data is fully protected.

Flexible storage to pay only for what you need in a 19” frame
IT technology is moving at an unprecedented rate; IT enterprises look for flexibility while
committing to a solution to adapt to current or future changes in their requirements. IBM
TS7700 identified 3 different ways to solve this need by offering a smaller footprint on
prepacked racked solutions, pay-per-use, and capacity on demand.
IBM TS7700 offers a smaller footprint and lower entry cost option, as well as flexible
deployments designed for organizations of different sizes with different needs by leveraging the
19in. rack mainframe packaging. Customers can either purchase the TS7770 as a prepackaged
racked solution or insert a new TS7770 system into their own industry-standard 19in. racks. For
small and medium-sized businesses, TS7770 provides the performance, capacity, and security
(with its ability to support end-to-end encryption) needed for mission-critical workloads on IBM
Z® series mainframes (including the latest z15™), supporting both physical air-gap protection (to
address corruption and malware concerns) and an attractive entry point (20TB capacity
uncompressed).
Dictated by the market, IBM Storage now offers a co-located mainframe storage in a single
datacenter tile in order to reduce floor space and share infrastructure. Consolidating DS8910F,
TS7770 all flash or SSD solution and SAN FICON and Ethernet switches in a 19 inch customer
rack installed on customer’s site.
Today, pay-per-use is the preferred storage resources payment model—more than threequarters (76%) of IT organizations are procuring at least some on-premises storage capacity in
this manner at present according to ESG research.19 IBM Storage Utility from IBM brings
together dynamic, pay-for-use consumption with leading business continuity and agility,
allowing you to dynamically activate one or more resources on your private server as your
business peaks dictate. IBM has long been a leader in providing flexible capacity, making it easy
for you to scale up by temporarily or permanently activating dormant processor capacity and
memory resources within your system.
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IBM TS7770 19” industry standard rack mount configuration

With the release of the latest model, enterprises can deploy into their business strategy the
introduction of IBM TS7700 storage utility feature to enable users to pay only for the storage
actually used. TS7700 also offers a pay as your grow model so that you can introduce the
benefits of the TS7700 at a much lower price point than a typical lease or purchase.
TS7700 offers the flexibility of IBM Storage Utility offering to managed service providers (MSP)
and cloud service providers (CSP) for dynamic, pay-for-use consumption. TS7770 is an
opportunity to provide end-to-end solutions and sell services and software to enhance the
current functionality or complement the solutions already implemented. IBM TS7770 gives
competitive advantages to our partners proposals being an excellent “add-on” offering to
DS8900F or IBM Z® sales, increasing channel partner deal size and profit. Its flexibility
supporting the storage utility and the latest 19-inch customed client rack are a door opening on
mid-range client proposals. Its seamless integration to cloud is key for managed service
providers and cloud service providers, as it allows TS7770 to act as an object store for
Transparent Cloud Tiering to provide direct, server-less data transfers from the TS7770 to the
cloud, whether that is IBM Cloud, Amazon S3, or IBM Cloud Object Storage.
TS7700 also offers Capacity on Demand (COD) to allow users to enable acquired disk capacity
directly on the web-based management tool. The COD can be enabled concurrently from just 20
TB up to 780 TB on the base frame, 2.36 PB with one expansion frame, and 3.94 PB with two
expansion frames. A similar Cache-on-Demand feature based on capacity licensing is also
available. TS7700 family has the ability to increase capacity in 20 TB and 100 TB increments
concurrently on the new TS7770 cache subsystem using larger 10 TB 7.2K SAS Drives with
157TB usable capacity per drawer pair. The TS7770 delivers up to 2.36 PB with one expansion
frame and 3.94 PB with two expansion frames.
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TS7700 Capacity on Demand

In this era of digitalization, it is key to enable clients and BPs to access their key information
online. For this, the TS7700 provided a mechanism to customers to retrieve activation feature
codes digitally after a product order is placed via the Entitled Systems Support (ESS) platform.20

On-going innovation
IBM TS7700 is the leader in disaster recovery for IBM Z® mainframe environments. Its
virtualization engine provides unique capabilities that are specifically tied to how z/OS operates
and how typical tape workloads operate. IBM TS7770 is the latest member of the TS7700
family. It is designed to provide higher performance for active data while reducing the expenses
associated with archive, data retention, and backup operations behind IBM Z servers. With no
additional software required for integration and full access to the proprietary tape library
command set, TS7770 offers 8 times redundancy for production data and complete z/OScompliance from a DFSMS perspective. Built with the most advanced POWER9™ processors, it
benefits from years of trailblazing research and deep collaboration between the IBM Storage
and IBM Z teams to deliver unique business value for mainframe deployments. POWER9™
processor delivers 1.5x the speed outperforming its predecessor, offering support for an allflash processor with six 775 GB SSDs or six 600GB HDDs on the TS7700 server (VED). Model
VED delivers a reduction of processing times, and integration industry-standard on-board
encryption over the previous POWER8®-based system. Innovation drives competitive
advantage. Now with the introduction of all flash cache, TS7770 demonstrates that innovation is
alive and well within the IBM TS7700 family.
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IBM TS7770 at a glance

Oﬀering

TS7700 Base
Frame
(Racked
solution,
Single cluster
conﬁguration)

TS7700
Expansion
Frame (One or
two, Racked
solution, per
cluster
conﬁguration)

TS7770 Rack
Mounted
Client
Supplied Rack
Singles
cluster
conﬁguration

TS7770
Racked
solution 8cluster grid
Max
conﬁguration

Usable HDD disk
cache*

Up to 780 TB

Up to 3.94 PB

Up to 780 TB

Up to 31.52
PB

Usable SSD disk
cache

Up to 120 TB

N/A

Up to 120 TB

Up to 31.52
PB

Tape Attach
Support †

Up to 100 PB

Up to 100 PB

Up to 100 PB

Up to 100 PB

Cloud Attach
Support †

Up to 100 PB

Up to 100 PB

Up to 100 PB

Up to 100 PB

Virtual Volumes ‡

Up to
4,000,000

Up to
4,000,000

Up to
4,000,000

Up to
4,000,000

Virtual drives

256 to 496

256 to 496

256 to 496

2,048 to
3,968

TS1100 (3592) tape
drives §

4 to 16

-

4 to 16

4 to 128

Connectivity
Ethernet 1-10 Gbps
from cluster to
cluster

Up to 8

-

Up to 8

Up to 64

16 Gbps FICON
channels

Up to 8

-

Up to 8

Up to 64

Maximum logical
paths

Up to 4,096

-

Up to 4,096

Up to 32,768

Warranty

One-year on-site repair

Supported
Environments**

IBM z/OS, IBM z/VM, IBM z/VSE, IBM z/TPF
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Physical specifications

Oﬀering

TS7700
F07 Base Frame
(Racked solution,
Single cluster
conﬁguration)

TS7700
F07 Expansion
Frame (One or
two, Racked
solution, per
cluster
conﬁguration)

TS7770 Rack Mounted
Client Supplied 19'' Rack
Single cluster conﬁguration
(min conﬁg. / max conﬁg.)

Height

1,927 mm
(75.87 in.)

1,927 mm
(75.87 in.)

2 disk module conﬁg. 18U in
height
Minimum conﬁguration
4 disk module conﬁg. 22U in
height
6 disk module conﬁg. 26U in
height

Width

616 mm
(24.25 in.)

616 mm
(24.25 in.)

Depth

1274 mm (50.16 in.)

1274 mm (50.16
in.)

Weight

Max 706.7 Kg
(1,558 lbs)

Max 900.8 Kg
(1,986 lbs)

Max 3480 watts

Max 4400 watts

Power
consumption
Power phase
options
Power frequency
Dry bulb
temperature
(recommended
operating per
range)
Relative humidity
(recommended
operating per
range)

Single phase (240 V AC)
or three phase (400 V AC)
50 Hz - 60 Hz (+/- 3 Hz)

8 disk module conﬁg. 30U in
height
10 disk module conﬁg. 34U in
height Maximum conﬁguration
483 mm (19.0 in.) of each
component
Depth of the deepest component
3757-VED (p9 pSeries) from front
to back of the cable management
arm & cables in the arm 38.9
inches (98.8 cm)
Min weight of components for
conﬁguration with 2 disk cache
drawers is 243 kg (536.4 lbs)
Max weight of components for
conﬁguration with 10 disk cache
drawers is 456 kg (1,006 lbs)
Max 3480 watts
Single phase only (240 V AC)

20°C to 25°C (68°F to 77°F)

40% to 55%

* Not all array cache capacity is usable. Cache capacities vary with grid conﬁgurations, including a combination of TS7720,
TS7740, TS7760 and TS7770 models
† Maximum support is provided for EITHER Tape and/or Cloud attach
‡ 1,000,000 default Virtual Volumes
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§ Tape support is optional
** Refer to IBM Knowledge Center for minimum software-level requirements and speciﬁc function or feature support

Why IBM

For more information

TS7700 virtual tape solutions enable
multicloud architectures that help lower
storage costs and increase overall system
performance. And TS7700 offers powerful
advantages in IBM Z environments. This
success is the result of more than six
decades of commitment to the technology
and the adoption and execution of a product
strategy based on innovation, continual
improvement, and constant communication
with business partners and customers. IBM
TS7700 leverages these advantages,
providing even more reasons for mainframepowered enterprises to choose IBM tape
solutions.

For more information about the TS7700
virtual tape family, please visit our solutions
page, or contact your IBM representative or
IBM Business Partner. If you don’t yet have
an IBM representative or business partner,
you can fill out this form to schedule a
consult with our storage experts.
Additionally, IBM Global Financing provides
numerous payment options to help you
acquire the technology you need to grow
your business. We provide full lifecycle
management of IT products and services,
from acquisition to disposition. For more
information, visit:
https://www.ibm.com/financing
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following IBM products which are trademarks and/or
registered trademarks of IBM Corporation:

IBM, the IBM logo, and ibm.com are trademarks of

IBM® Z®, IBM Z®, IBM FICON®, IBM z/OS®, IBM

International Business Machines Corp., registered in

z/VM®, IBM z/VSE®, IBM z15™, IBM Cloud™, IBM

many jurisdictions worldwide. Other product and

POWER8®, IBM POWER9™

service names might be trademarks of IBM or other
companies. A current list of IBM trademarks is
available on the Web at
https://www.ibm.com/legal/us/en/copytrade.shtml,
and select third party trademarks that might be
referenced in this document is available at
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